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Chamberlain

March 26, 197^

Thank you for such a REASONABLE edition of TBmI
I wondered a little,
that you put the John Robinson letter first thing? well, - out of the
mouths of babes, don’tcha know!
John Rob doesn’t know what it means,
he never paid taxes... neither has his friend Meade.
Neither do we
(N3F) ’fear’ the IRS, but we do have to balance our budget within
bounds to stay solvent. Every club should be so lucky as to have a
Secretary-Treasurer as familiar with U.S. Gov’t, Laws, as Janie Lamb.
She has, for years, been the postmistress at Heiskell, Tn. .

Harriett Kolchak is a well known fan, especially for her participa
tion at the Lunacons. Her doctor is Chrys Moskowitz, wife of Sam.
Harriett went to her for an exam as she complained of pain and swell
ing of the abdomen, and a tumor was found.
Surgery recommended. Harr
iett is thus at this moment, hospitalized, and wrote of this to Sandy
Deckinger who called me, since she lives just across the Bay from me,
Surgery for tumor is a fearful thing, and yet it could turn out very
well... we have no way of knowing.
It would be nice, though, for ev
eryone who care to drop some note of encouragement her way,
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DOROTHY

March 28, 197^

CongratulationsI
It is superbl I
From Hopkins’s fantastic cover to
the news on the back page.
The Table of Contents is the most
attractive I’ve seen on/in any fan
zine.

Your set-up of material most cleverI
Makes a person want to read it.
I
read 3 pages before I was even aware
of it.
Incidently, I was very happy to get
T.B, as Nov *73 was the last issue
received here.
Keep up the good work, Bethl

I forgone, vote you as permanent editor.

Cheryl
SlRKHEAD

23629 Woodfield Road
Gaithersburg, MD 20760
April 5. 197^

As I was’thinking over the pros and cons (if you’ll pardon the expres
sion) of a name change for the N3F, something struck me.
Perhaps we
are all thinking far too much along the wrong lines,
I mean—Nation,.?
Why not the Nation of Fans—which doesn’t know political boundaries at
all and by its very nature is international? I think that is quite a
bit more in the keeping of the spirit in which the NJF was conceived
and has acted throughout the years.

Now, I would like to see a bit bigger membership —but there are sey- •
era! very important things to consider (aside from the bare economics
Joanne brought up in the last Tb)—who Would be willing to.act as ed
itor for a. (or both—if we should be so very lucky) zine which would
go to, say
members (and I’m being a bit conservative in dropping
back a bit from the 800 John. Robinson mentions for the Southern Fan
dom Confederation), Agh, just the work involved in keeping the roster
straight would bog me down. Aha—that just hit upon a good, point—
taking care of such a membership means we do need people with the ex
perience in making such a large scale operation work—any.takers??

I am thinking of (and perhaps by the time this sees print may have al
ready decided and gone ahead with it) of putting some very small ads
for the N3F in some of the prozines.
Just little bits to catch the.
attention of anyone who leafs through them and looks over the classi
fied ads.
Now, I’d like to make a sincere mention of appreciation to Janie Lamb,
who has for years worked as our Secretary-Treasurer,. It seems to me
about time that we did something to make her job a bit easier—and she
deserves a load of thanks for putting up with all of us all these years
tool
I was thinking of someone to act as an in-between "Pebson"—no
title or bureau necessary.
The "person" would act as a*mailing' spot
and information dole-er outer.
This "person" would (perhaps?) accept
the applications and forward both them and the money to Janie—but
would also notify the Wc, TNFF and anyone else who should have, that
knowledge—this would serve to cut down the drain on Janie’s time and
energy and still (I hope) keep the records relatively straight.. So,
while the "person" would act as a focal point for information distri
bution, that would be the only function of the job and therefore ‘■the
effort of this person would be in one area only and not spread,out.
I
would appreciate any suggestions on this and am open to ideas.

I am really glad that Tb is back! Now I have a forum for all these
nifty (?) ideas and can see what the membership at large thinks.
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1455 Fawnvalley Drive
St. Louis, MO 63131

April 8, 1974

Just a note to say congratulations bn doing a fine issue your first
time out,
I liked the neat, orderly layout of the contents page, and
the clear mimeographing.
Your quick introduction to yourself was too quick.
mundane data in the next issue?

How about some

...Just so the word doesn’t get lost in the shuffle*
I’m head of the
Ms Bureau and looking for action.
I’ve gotten some new material in,
but it’s mostly fiction.. What I need are some articles, reviews, etc.
Any faned who writes me and requests info will be sent an inventory in
brief or greater detail? this he can look over first and check off i~
terns he wants to see.
Then he should return the sheet to me (with a
stamp) and I’ll mail him one or two of the items he liked the best.
Inventory sheets will probably be redone about every 3 months with
pencil deletions and additions in between times.

Perhaps I can send clippings that people send me for use in TITLE to
Brewer’s clipping bureau.
I’ll send only the really definite sf clips,
not the odd & the weird.

Aharon
UJHI'ES

628 W. 10th Street
Long Beach, GA 90813
April 8, 1974

Hit
Beth, you did a marvelous job with TIGHTBEAM.
TIGHTBEAM back in service regular.

It is so good to get

I don’t think fear of the IRS was the only reason we discouraged re
cruitment 0 As Stan says, now. that the dues are raised we can afford
to do some recruitment.
*
.
I don’t think the name should be changed.
What is in .a name anyway?
Even if we do have International members most of the members are US
and Canada.
If put to a vote I would vote no, Rose.
M. Brewers
The clipping bureau sounds like a good idea.
Rewording
the clippings might not be a bad idea.
It seems to me I’ve heard
somewhere that an article in a newspaper or magazine can be reprinted
if the person reprinting it isn’t making a profit off it and he gives
the proper credit.
I’m not sure on this.
You might ask your local
newspaper if this is true or not.
I’m sure they would know.

I want to put out a WO newsletter this year since I’ve got a mimeo
working again.
I would like to know if others besides the members
5

of the Welcommittee would like to receive it? I would like to hear
from both members and non-members on this.
Also, would like contribu
tions from the members of the WC.
It will be our newsletter not mine,
We've got plenty of time on that, because I won't start on it for at
least' a couple of months.
That will give me time to move and get set
tled.
•

Well, I guess that is all.

IX

19 Angell Drive
East Providence, RI 0291^
^/'AMMASSA

April 9, 197^

Nice to see TIGHTBEAM again.
I have a fond place in my heart for TB,
because it was the first fanzine ever to publish one of my letters, way
back almost ten years ago. Glad to see it now has a permanent editor
and is more likely to appear on a regular basis.
.
As mentioned last time, I would like to hear from anyone interested in <
a revived COLLECTORS BUREAU.
I have heard from about five people to
date, a rather lukewarm turnout.
I would appreciate any suggestions
as to what kind o.f services people think the *
bureau should supply.
There will probably be.
a bureau newsletter later this year. What kind
of material would people want to see in it?
What would they be willing to provide.

John Andrews may be right about translated
SP, but the field doesn’t sell enough to
be worth the publishers'
hiring a first class
.
translator. .The problem
. exists even with main.
stream literature.
Dif
ferent versions of Dostoy
evsky's novels don't read
remotely similar? some
times the mood is completely
different.
I doubt that there is any
solution to the problem.

Rose Hogue kept telling me to read THE GLORY GAME by Laumer, so I
finally did.
Sorry Rose, I just can't see it.
Our blue-eyed, hero
ically proportioned hero defying the entire government to prove the
aliens are baddies. All the "liberals” of the bleeding heart vari
ety, the obviously evil aliens, the hero saving the human race at
least twice in a few short years. No way, Laumer wrote a simpleminded book about complicated problems.
The answers that his hero
provides are workable only in a novel, where the author can insure
that his absurdities work out for the better.

6

918 Main Street
Bethleham, PA 18018

ICHARD

vj r.j
J ROUT

April 11, 1.97^

I’m not one to write letters to Tb, but this must be the first month
I felt I had to say something.
So let me first congratulate Beth on
the fine job she’s doing in getting TB out.
Secondly I’d like to ag
ree with John Robinson and say that N3F needs all the members it can
get.
Personally I try to recruit anyone I can and have been success
ful on at least two occasions. Furthermore we need members who ac
tively participate in club activities,
.
Someone brought up the idea of changing the name of the club to.I3F
and becoming international.
I don’t want to say this is a bad idea,
but I think there are more things that we should concentrate on, like
getting the club on its feet nationally first.
It seems we’ve fallen
down lately on several things and should get them going first. What
I’m talking about is membership enthusiasm. When I first.joined, a
couple of years ago, there seemed to be a lot more enthusiasm than
there is now.
I got all charged up over the various activities open
to me and tried to participate in all of them.
.

Since then a lot of these activities have fallen by the wayside.
There are new bureau heads in every department and it looks as if
we’ve had a major washout. The library is defunct, round robins fall
apart because the members don’t respond, and in general the members
seem to lack interest in all club activities. We need some kind of
shot in the arm to get going again.
.
.
:
I’m all for trying new ideas and I like this one of printing clip
pings of some interest to N3F members, but my question is* where
would they appear?
In TNFF? I could and maybe will supply M,, Brewer
with seme of the stuff, but I would like to know more about his idea
and what he expects to do with it,
,

I can’t argue with Joanne that the N3F member gets his moneys worth.
In fact the way’ she presents her case makes me think the dues ought
to be raised again. Everything else is going up and $3. is really
not a lot of money these days,
,
I wonder, what the photo bureau and this new project of Sheryl’s if
photos of fans are available to someone like me who doesn’t attend cons.
Can I get photos of some fans from somewhere? Also, what about our .
favorite authors? What about starting a collection of pics of sf wri
ters,
Not all books pub pics of the author on the jacket.
How can.a
fan get to know what the author looks like? Someone ought to pub pics
of authors? Don’t you think so?
.

Do* $0 a think, ^hont nun^doun^ 0/ 2T
Zntane.^t to you and Ahjoiitd appaoA. Zn eJjJian of. Zita

,4.
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Sean
^98 Oak Avenue, Apt. #4Harahan, LA 70123

^5weatman

April 13, 197^

The Tightbeam arrived in the mail today and I thought that I might just
drop a line to thank you for the nice job that you did on the zine,
I
.. truly enjoyed this issue of Tightbeam, it seems that the last many
months that the zine had gone down hill but it seems that under your
hand the zine will come back to its former glory.
I hope this will be
the case,
■
In relation to the SCF that John Robinson mentioned in his letter.
The ”800" members that he refers to are the known fans in the South.
■
There are about 160 people that comprise the "paying membership". To
my knowledge there are only two clubs that have taken their time to be
come members.
This is a far cry from the "800" that John started with
but Meade had and has been able to do quite a few interesting things
with the money that he has been able to raise from the fans here in the
south.
.
In the past I have heard the main thing about "limiting" the membership
of NFFF was that there wasn’t enough money present, in the coffers to
handle a larger group.
I was glad to hear that the increase in dues
will be put to use in the ways outlined by Stan.
I think that the EFFF
has a proper place out there in "National Fandom" and I think that; it
will be offering much more in the future both for the newer, members and
the people who have been around these many years,

I can understand you completely what you mean about the # of members
voting, however I can say from observing many months in local fandom
that lately many fans have contracted a horrid case of apathy. Hope
fully in the future more activity will sprout up and the Neffers will
comeback and take a good look at the club and pick up their activity.
Art’s idea about the Hospitality Room bears some thought.
With the
change that has come over the world con in the past few years and the
problems that he indicated with the Hotels it seems that these new
programs might bring a welcome change of pace.

The recent addition to the TNFF was a labor that has come in very handy
in the past weeks since it arrived.
I think that all should give Joanne
a big thanks for the material,
I have been a member of the NFFF since
1968 and until this item came along I had no idea of what several of the
sub sections were about,
I have found that it was useful and I think
something like it should be sent out with the new members packet or. sent
out generally every couple of years.
To restate I enjoyed the issue. Perhaps a little, art on the inside
would spruce up the pages but I find that I like your style of rendering
the text.
I hope that through Tightbeam we will find more about you.
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915 Green Valley Road NW
Albuquerque, NM 87107

April 13, 1974

...John Robinson pleads for additional members in the old N3F,
There’s
really nothing wrong with the idea, except, of course, the problems of
getting the publications out. He mentions SFC and its membership of
800. Ah, but who would be willing to put out 800 copies of TNFF or
TIGHTBEAM? Some arrangements other than those we have would need to
be made. And dues would have to be raised for as Joanne points out we
are barely covering expenses now.

Rose Hogue suggests a name change. How about World Science
Fiction Federation? Again, any major changes
or expansions are going to call for a
complete revamping of the club,
Say, Rose, do you believe in
a man who is part bear (URSUS
OF ULTIMA THULE)? M. Brewer
suggests a clipping bureau.
Don’t just suggest it,
Brewer, do it.
That’s the
Vf&y the ol* N3F works,
■
Your idea,., you do it. .
You want us to start sending you clippings?
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John Andrews makes some
good points about the weaknesses of translations or
fl I
the just plain lack therel II I
of.
Some years back when
J I1J
I was rather actively engaged with Japanese fandom I
\rI
discovered that it was imI
possible to get Japanese
l
I.
I
stf stories published in
'
\
' I
I
/
the U.S. There are simply
\
I
1
g
no translators available. And
1
/
S
there is, of course, the problem
1
I
I
of translating itself.
In many
I
cases a faithful word-for-word
translation just doesn’t work be
cause true meaning is lost.
If I
say, for example, ’'Yeah, that’s cool,
man.", a direct literary translation would probably render the phrase
meaningless.
The translator needs to select a suitable phrase that
conveys the meaning.

I

f 1 I

I
I
-4

For those interested the 6th New Mexico SF Conference (Bubonicon VI)
will be held August 23 - 25, 19?4', at the Holiday Inn Midtown in Al- .
buquerque.
Guest of Honor is F. M, Busby. For more details write to
Mike Kring. PSC #1, Box 3U?, KAFB East, New Mexico 87115.

©EN JAMIN P.
.
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Indick

428 Sagamore Avenue
Teaneck, NJ 07666
April 15» 1974

Just a note to welcome you as Editor of TIGHTBEAM, and a congratula
tions for doing such a neat job. A slick job, in fact.
I am certain more Trekkies will be entering straight science fiction
in time to come, and many will be ornaments to the field,
y?^r“
self.
Good lucki And enjoy SF... it may be awhil.e till good old
Star Trek returns...

Thanks fan. the. notz, KoJuvLtta. pun. nx>tuu.th^>tan.cLLn^.,

dJRVIN
d&OCH

c/o 835 Chattanooga Bk. Building
Chattanooga, TN 37402

April 17, 1974

Re MAR 74 TBs

J. Robinsons SFC has less than 50 paid members, is almost entirely
operated by Meade Frierson (with whatever help is available from a
handful of others incl.. myself) and the 800 names on the
about 8($ of the sf&f&related fans in the South (10 states). Further
more the pres., Frierson, is a lawyer himself—tho that has nothing o
do with the question you raise.

No, the reason recruitment to N3F fell out of favor was entirely due
to the fact that over about 300 people, (1) We can t get anyone to
put out the zines regularly and. (2) The turnover gets so fast as to
build un great resentment against us as "do nothings .
You see, were
are not’enougE people willing and able to do the work needed to serve
an organization of over that size.

Case in points
SCA—they have gone over 2000 REAL members.
(Not just
people in the area kept track of). They have many many more active
workers than we do as well as the services of organized local groups.
AND—they are a corporation—AND—they are getting the blazes, sue o
of them as well as catching hell from people wanting to know what HQ
is doing?"

Case in points
STAR—they have a multithousand membership too.
They
charge a BATCH more than we do and also raise money by means other
than dues. They also have all their National Staff in one fairly con
centrated area—Detroit/MI. And they are hellishly behind tho not as
far as most.

Case in point. Look at any large SF-oriented group.
The larger they
get, the less and more erratic they get anything done—if they do
anything at alls ERBphiles, Hyborian Legion, and about two dozen de

funct groups.

This is not to say an active large group is impossible.
STWG almost
manages. The OZ club does fair. But—they limit their objectives to
very narrow aims compared to N3F. And they have better organizatio
and or better workers. And even they have only a very few who do most
of the work—and activity stops when these fafiate or gafiate.

So__lets not worry about recruiting numbers. J>et*s try to recruit
people either(1) who can REALLY GET SOME USE out of N3F {whose mairv
reasons for existence are no longer valid with today®
fandom) or (2) who can really be of use to N3.F, or- (3) friends w o
are fen to whom it makes little difference.
' ‘ i. How would you
The IRS is an objection only to l|gal
officer when somebody got mad-thht they hadn’t been satlike to be an l_
isnea
wivn what if anything, they got for their dues, and had you_
isfied with
hauled before the Atty General of NY states? It s happened. And uhe
World SFS Inc. that was the body to run the WorlCon before the present
set-up broke up in- hellish law suits among the members.
Art Hayess The idea of the N3F room serving as an exhibit hall for NJ
activities and a testing area for further con program activities is ex
cellent, As usual, it depends entirely on who is in charge of the
room, and their relationship with the GonCom, and what both are will

ing and able to do,

.
.
###
Roses Unless TRUE merger can be worked out with BSFA and a few other
national groups, calling ourselves International while they have more
overseas members than we do would be disasterous.
One last thing—there are many N3F activities active. But they don t
I
get known to genfandom as being connected with N3F,
T mean yous
all just
TapeBureau, Story Contest, myself, and others.
Sure they’re
,.o+lc5
personal fanac that happens to be connected with N3F—but that s all
N3F is. If it’s worth ANYTHING—mention it some.
There are a tremen
dous number of people in fandom who automatically turn-off when the
N3F is mentioned in connection with anything, but they are vastly out
numbered by fen coming in in the last 3 years who never heard our
selves mention us—if they heard of us at all it was from one of the
10 ex members running around for everyone currently a member.
And ex
members are rarely enthusiastic.

BUT.

11

w

12f832 Westlake Street
Garden Grove, CA 92640

rV</OOLSTON

April 21, 1974

. o. Janie writes she hopes Martha Beck will help with her job with N3FWorldcon liaison by doing what she did last year--write the Committee
and see about plans.
We like to attend cons, and Janie will make a
good Hostess, Well, there are months yet before Discon II to set this
up—but not too much time,
Janie will attend.
I may.
Who else?

Sheryl Birkhead (of Neffer News Bureau), Janie the Lamb and Martha
Beck are on the Committee, to represent us at Discon II,
Others can
write Janie, who has been busy since her recent illness.
Still, at
Convention time she says she will take time off for fandom,
I hope
we invite fans to send us news in our Convention ad. ALSOr our club
zines can use it each issue IF it arrives.
You are invited to send
it to Tb and TNFF.
...I was asked by Rose to comment on her letter involving change of
N3F to International FFF.
I decided not to write the same time she
did—but wait till after her letter appeared*
If N3F had something for fans abroad, maybe we could truly call our
selves " International",
As it is, distance is a hard taskmaster, and
while we appreaciate those who do join the club, it is harder to be in*
volved in the ways other members are.
Imagine being in a RR with the
distance eating into time of transit. At best, sent airmail, it would
mean the tapes would cost them much more than U.S. fans, I imagine.

In one way N3F is definitely international—a member in Canada is
about as able as anyone in the U.S. to find the club a "now" group.
It not only is close, it has our same language (if we ignore the area
of French-speaking fans, who probably would also know English). But
distance and language is a barrier to being in a group such as ours.
First, if we had members in Germany or Japan, it would most likely by
only those who read (or spoke it, in case of tapes)—and so language
itself would be a barrier even if we had instantaneous delivery of
mail (letters and fanzines).

Now that I’ve set up a few straw-men, I do want to say that there are
probably ways to increase the value of N3F to fans abroad, and maybe
should try harder.
First, we find that by letters (and tapes) we can
reach fans outside the confines of this continent.
For example, Ed
Ludwig or another Overseas Bureau person might write a fan abroad, and
get a reply that is readable by them (in English), We may have lists
of fans who only speak their language and might find people on this
side of the world also can read (or speak) their language—enough to
correspond. And, of course, news is exchanged—and, being curious and
having mutual interests in areas of though and imagination, thisuinay.
lead to Something.
*
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At one time, I believe an English dfember took material from our club
zines for distribution in fanzine form there. Well, mostly I guess I
airmailed things—used airletters mostly, to excerpt and sometimes
send them material in this way so they could publish it before it got
in our zines here.
Now, this is one way to make N3F of interest—
and not just for members, as a faznine has (often) more readers than
one.
If an English fan can publish for Europe (as was done before
once), it could be done again. Also, if sent to someone in Europe .
they might translate for non-English fans things from TNFF.,,thus wi
dening the value of membership even if some weren’t speakers of Eng
lish (or readers).

I think it may be possible to form such bridges from one fandom to an
other—fandoms that the language barrier or distance barrier provides.
So I do not say that a member of N3F from Turkey or Spain is mistaken
to join—only that, taken by logic, they have to work harder to get
things out of their membership. And, as such, could we call our club
international?
I wouldn't call it that.
Still, I suggest Tb readers might write in with ideas to make member
ship more interesting to such people,
I'd like to read such things—
and of course you could write me and I can see if Something can be done,

Puttddna my. 2# wo nth tn; dt ■AnoxiA the. name futobtem bod-bx> down to a dexd.no. (on the. one hand) to not dmptu a tdmdtatdon o/ momben^hi^ to the.
U.,S, and. ab&o (ax> Stan podnied out) to auodd
aduentt6dna .Ln oust,
name., dous about a ex>m.pnomdx>j2.-^dnoji. any. ne^ane-nee. to natdonax. on d.n—
tannatdonat. bondenx>^The Tantaxy. ran redenatdon, We wd-bx. be. ax Shexuyt
nnevdoax>tu. xu^cyeetedf a natdon (on ftedenatdon*) unto ounxe-bvex>, The.
Tantaey. Tan iedenatdon wdtb not dm^ty. the
bonden ■tdmdtaZ-Lon.6 (on
make f-onedgji rnemben^ feet -tike outeddend*) t yat the -fonedan membenx
that do dodn iadtt ndjyhtty. axxume. that u& one baddoatx^j. aUhS, anoiLp,
but wdtbeenta-Lnty. wetcame them dnto oun Tedenatdon of. Tanx, what do
you think of thtx> poxxdbdtdtu.?
o
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d^AVID

cd
^HANK

30 East Laurel Street
Lawrence, MA 01843

April 22, 1974

This is David Shank talking from the grave.
Lately I have been jarred
by the fact that my physician frowns on my going to conventions all
over creation.
The future doesn't seem that bleak, however.
My
Boston Cardiologist did feel that I could attend Boskones with the
provision that I have someone to stay with, a constant companion who
knows me and my condition.

I offer $20 to anyone (pre-registered) who could be like an escort.
This decision moved me to try to start an SF Club in Greater Lawrence.
I have yet to put up notices in libraries and bookstores, but I will
get some response,
I have even had the inspiration to call it the
•'John W, Campbell Memorial Science Fiction Club” hoping that JWC would
be remebered.
iq

There are questions that I must ask. Bruce Johnstone, you used to
write to me but I got afraid of you - thought, you were way out but I
matured a bit. .1 realized that you are merely a fan and I'd like to
heat from you again, ok?
Rose Hoguei
I thank you for the bookmark that you sent.
I’m sorry,
that Bill disapproves of you getting male mail, but surely he doesn t
mind a letter from me.
Has Lenor beaten you at cards again? The only
gamfts I know are Solitaire and War.
I ask friends to teach me to play
Hearts, but they groan and change the subject.
Ratfinks. Alas I
To Joe Rizzo - too bad I never met you at Bbskone XI, but maybe I can
try next year.
I had to stay home from school the day after the con .
because I was exhausted.

To James Hall - never fear, I’m still here* Last year around Christmas
I tried to call you up bit I didn't have the initials of the member of
your family who was listed in the phone book.
How is your poetry com
ing along? I really wish I could be able to send "Ghost of the Past" to
F&SF because I think it's a winner. Not having it published is silly,
To Donn Brazier - I’m sorry that I haven't locced TITLE.
Do you think
me a freeloader? I will at least try to say fpr the last 10 issues of
TITLE you have sent me ~ but please remind me r I forget a lot,

Don Miller - I want to take over your FANZINE CLEARING HOUSE job.
If
I did, I might print an inventory of zines received and send it to
TNFF. A pound of fmz for a buck.
I have a large package waiting for
a friend of Michael K. Smith's.

I would not accept currency, only
checks or mo’s. Fans would as for as
many zines as they wanted @$1.00 a pound....
Signing off...
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Reed S. Andrus (607 McAlpin Ave, #9, Cincinnati, Ohio 45220) has writ
ten Tim Marion, and found out he has not renewed his N3F membership, 1
and so a new New Fanzine Appreciation Society manager is needed. He
indicates an interest—and so, being a true opportunist, the President,
asks him to take on the job. This would mean that fans wanting to get
fanzines from faneditors should write Reed at the above address, pro
mising to abide by the Pledge—
"I want to receive fanzines. Please send me your new fanzine, and I
appreciate it. I promise to respond in some way, either by sending p
letter of comment, trade or subscription, or perhaps by contributing
material. I have enough time right now to pay attention to fanzines
sent to me."
'•
A list of people for NFAS can be made up with a few words to indicate:?
particular interests of things NOT liked in fanzines.
It is ^obvious ..
that fans may have very wide interests, but they may also have_ ate as
of disinterest that the faneditors should know about.
Listings should be included at least twice before a new note from a; >
person to be included is needed. This is how it was done before, with,
one reason being that it is possible for a listing to grow to massive
size if everyone writes in,
* ~
And remember, "reviews" need not be in a fan’s own zine.. Perhaps
can use some (if done briefly, and not done by someone else->fi?st^
</>
Also, they may be sent to Donn Brazier for the Manuscript Bpre^u.^
a

TIGHTBEAM
c/o Beth Slick
546 E. Wilson
Orange, CA 9266?
USA

Joseph D. Siclari
1607 McCaskill Ave.
Tallahassee, Fla 3230^

ASS

